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I love this series this was my first time reading this book , but I have listened to it on audio. I love

Gideon Cross. Eva Tramell is starting a new life with her best friend and roommate Cary Taylor she

has a new job as an assistant at a PR firm. While doing a test walk to she runs into a tall dark and

handsome guy and she is wowed by known other that Gideon Cross he owns the building Crossfire.

Gideon can't stop thinking about her so he makes her an offer that she refuses. Eva is dealing with

her attraction to Gideon and with her mother Monica who is over protective she tracks her by using

her cell phone. Eva is very high maintenance and both Gideon and Eva have a lot of baggage in

their past. They have their first sexual hook up in the back of a limo and it was hot all of the sex

scenes with these two are smoking hot did I say that "I love Gideon". Gideon's brother Christopher

is a real jerk I don't like him at Madalena she wants Gideon and than their is ex Corinne who left her

husband thinking that she can get Gideon back. Cary who is bi is also going through drama his

boyfriend Trey catches him with a girl. While at a party at Gideon's parents house Cary films

Madalena and Christopher having sex after she watched Gideon and Eva or rather what he was

doing to her. Both of these character's also deals with jealousy and Eva tends to run away from

things. This is one of my favorite seriesYouÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re an addiction . . . my obsession . .

.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•

Well I'm reading this series again before the final book is published on 4/4. I must admit that I view

the story differently than I did the first time I read it. They both are severely, and legitimately,

damaged. While Eva has been through therapy, she still has issues that I would have a hard time

coping with. She runs instead of communicating, she is extremely insecure and is always waiting for

the other shoe to drop. Gideon hasn't dealt with his past well. He surpasses them and remains



closed off, though he is trying to open up with Eva. She however doesn't instill security in their

relationship. Eva appears to be immature, spoiled, bratty at times and I frankly can't believe a

multi-billionaire would be attracted to her. However, their sex is off the charts and I wonder if that

isn't really all they have in common and how it will last.

I really enjoyed this novel. The characters are well developed and you'll find yourself staying up well

into the night trying to figure out what will Eva and Gideon get into next. They are no good for each

other but can't stay away. Many buried demons haunt them as well as Cary. Looking forward to the

series! A little much with the profanity to which I didn't like but I overlooked that and kept reading. I

hope the storyline builds upon this foundation. I felt like it was much more intense than Fifty Shades!

Scorching, red hot and surpasses all my expectations. I have no problems reading what a lot of my

readers call "mommy porn". Most of it is what I call romance with a little spice. When I want harder

and edgier, I read things like 10 Nights by Michelle Hughes and Karl Jones. I honestly thought that

was what I was getting when I delved into the world of Gideon Cross. Boy, was I wrong...Eva knew

from the moment that she sprawled on her ass in front of Gideon Cross that there was something

dangerous about him. Passion and intensity were etched into him like part of his DNA. It sang and

called to her on an intimate level that was hotter then anything she had ever

known.Self-preservation tells her to stay far away from him because she knows that she is asking

for trouble. Gideon knows what he wants and as a very successful billionaire, he has no trouble

getting it. As a very controlling man, he finds it nearly impossible to give up control but for her he is

willing to try.This is so different from the other stories about virgins jumping into domination games

with rich men. This story shows two very flawed souls struggling to come together against all odds.

Eva has been devestated and brutalized and needs the control that Gideon can give her but she is

scared to let him close. Gideon needs the soothing balm that Eva can provide but can't release the

iron grip he has on his emotions. These two don't have a smooth ride and I am glad to see a story

that has some real edge to it and issues that people face on a normal day in relationships.Ms. Day

has managed to create a story that reaches in and rips out all your predetermined ideas and piece

them back together into a raw love story that will leave you craving more.This book was purchased

by the reviewer.
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